ONE INTERNATIONAL GATEWAY

The One International Gateway project will replace the 1958 passenger terminal at John Glenn Columbus International Airport (CMH). The new terminal is one component of a midfield development program that includes parking structures, rental car facility, utility plant, shipping and receiving center, and space for hotels and restaurants. The terminal itself would be constructed when required by passenger demand.

**Project Location**
Center of the existing airport property, west of the current terminal near the air traffic control tower

**Project Benefits**

- Maintains competitive infrastructure by ensuring the airport terminal meets present-day standards in terms of checkpoints, holdrooms, curb fronts, baggage processing, and other key facilities
- Adds value to the transportation system by increasing passenger capacity to meet forecasted air travel needs and area population growth
- Provides a modern gateway to Columbus, the region, and the State of Ohio
- Upgrades an important business attraction and retention asset for economic development
- Supports tourism within the region